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Abstract
Implementing a Total Data Quality Management (TDQM) program is not a
trivial undertaking. Two key steps are (1) to clearly define what an organization
means by data quality and (2) to develop metrics that measure data quality
dimensions and that are linked to the organization’s goals and objectives. This
paper presents the case of Information Resources, Inc., which exemplifies how a
company can develop a viable TDQM program.
1. Introduction
That quality of data is critical to organizations is a truism. Implementing a Total
Data Quality Management (TDQM) program to achieve a state of high data quality,
however, is not a trivial undertaking.

Organizations from different industries, with

disparate goals, and operating in dissimilar environments will each develop their own,
specific, custom TDQM program.

Regardless of differences, the successful

implementation of a viable TDQM will consist of the iterative process of defining,
measuring, analyzing, and improving. Within this framework the organization must:
(1) clearly define what the organization means by quality in general and data
quality in particular.
(2) develop a set of metrics that measure the important dimensions of data quality
for the organization and that can be linked to the organization’s general goals and
objectives.
The experience of Information Resources, Inc. presents an excellent example of
what must be done to properly develop a viable TDQM program. Although, it represents
the approach and experience of only one company, the principles used and the lessons
learned will prove valuable to any firm contemplating the launch of a TDQM program.
In this paper, we use the case of IRI to illustrate a specific instance of a firm addressing
the two needs above and developing a viable TDQM program.
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2. Industry and Company background
Information Resources, Inc. (IRI) is the leading provider of business solutions
based on electronic Point of Sale (POS) purchase data to the world wide Consumer
Package Goods (CPG) industry.

The company creates and maintains proprietary

databases and analytical software designed for this industry. The focus of IRI's business
solutions is on the functional areas of sales, marketing, supply chain and retail operations.
Figure 1 illustrates IRI’s position in the process of delivering data to the customer.

Data
Originators

Data
Distributors

Retail stores
M arket causal data

IRI

Data
Consumers
M anufacturers
Retailers
Financial services

Figure 1: The Delivery Process
IRI has experienced rapid revenue growth due to market driven products. The
company has a strong emphasis on innovation and product development.

Internal

resources are externally focused: meeting the emerging needs of customers. Despite this
external focus, IRI has a strong historical track record in investing in quality initiatives
for internal processes.

This includes investing in scanners for data collection,

development of applications in the technology of Artificial Intelligence and Expert
Systems to identify and correct data inconsistencies, and continued improvement of
sampling and projection systems to better estimate the retail universe.
During the early 1990's, expectations of CPG clients, including both
manufacturers and retailers,

began to change.

Clients began to demand more

complicated data delivery, with reduced cycle times. IRI products were now being used
for 'mission critical' functions within sales, marketing, logistics and production planning.
The net result was increased demand for quality and reliability. This required a shift
from project based quality efforts to a total quality management program.
This shift to a total quality management program, shown in Figure 2, incorporated
three integrated components: Technology, Work Process, and People. Within the
technology components, a comprehensive re-engineering program was initiated. The
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goal of this program, referred to as Project OMEGA, was to move from mainframe
processing of data to RISC-based production.

Expected benefits included lower data

processing costs, greater flexibility and improved quality through automation of manual
procedures.
Automate

Technology

Simplify
Standardize

Work
Process

People
Align with process

Figure 2: Total Quality Management Program
Within the work process area, standard Work Process Change techniques were
used. The goal was to simplify tasks, and then standardize best practices. A full-time,
on-going team dedicated to Total Quality Management was formed, reporting to the
Chief Executive Officer. This team consisted of senior executives from the
operations/production areas and the sales/servicing organization.

The Quality Team

worked closely with cross functional experts to ensure that all elements of the delivery
chain were evaluated.
Finally, results of the technology changes and the Work Process Change efforts
were incorporated into organizational re-engineering.

Specifically, the existing

organization required realignment to meet the new streamlined production process. An
outside consulting firm was hired to help with the facilitation and implementation of
changes. This effort was referred to as Project ImPACT (Figure 3).
Project ImPACT was an aggressive undertaking. A substantial commitment, in
terms of both internal staff time and consulting fees, was made to this project.

To

support this investment, aggressive goals were clearly defined:
•

Eliminate 80% of IRI induced errors

•

Reduce average assembly and delivery time of client deliveries to five
days after raw data loaded

•

Eliminate re-work and re-runs
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Figure 3: Project ImPACT
Expected benefits and timing were also clearly defined to both senior
management and to all groups involved in the delivery process. A summary of objectives
and associated benefits is presented in Figure 4.
Objectives

Solution
Areas

Reduce
Data
Errors

Eliminate
Reruns &
Rework

New
Account
Sales & Ad
Hoc Sales

Benefits

Increase
Speed &
Consistency of
Delivery

Improve
Client
Satisfaction

√

√

Increase
Margin

Reduce
CPU
Usage

√

Reduce
Costs

√

Monthly
Delivery

√

√

√

√

√

√

Dictionary

√

√

√

√

√

√

Setup,
Renewals,
& Restatements

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Figure 4: Objectives and Benefits
3. Basic Framework
Implementation of a Total Data Quality Management program first requires a
definition of quality. Each company must choose a definition that is appropriate to its
goals, its industry, and its internal culture. Wang et al. [3] have argued that information
should be treated as a product - a product delivered to a consumer. This perspective
emphasizes the customer and the manufacturing process that produces the information for
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the customer. The working definition of quality at IRI emphasizes this importance of
customers and partners: IRI defined Quality as conformance to legitimate customer
requirements. This definition requires that we understand what our customers need and
what is legitimate.
In understanding customer requirements, IRI uses a hierarchical model, called the
Customer Hierarchy of Needs. This model was originally developed with a focus on
external customers but is now also applied to internal customer/supplier relationships
within the IRI delivery chain. It uses the framework developed by Wang and Strong [4].

Customer Hierarchy of Needs
Partnership & Alliance
Commitment

Wants

Value-Added Solutions

Satisfaction

Expectations

Proactive Service
Total Data Quality and
Delivery Reliability

Requirements

Figure 5: Customer Hierarchy of Needs
This model stresses that Total Data quality is a necessary condition and the
foundation of any customer/supplier relationship. Highlighted within IRI's Vision
Statement is the following:

"Recognizing that clients use our services in critical

decision-making processes, we are committed to fully meeting their expectations of
timeliness, reliability and accuracy."
Movement up the hierarchy to committed partnerships is not feasible unless this
basic foundation has been laid. Obviously, understanding the customer's requirements
becomes a critical path step towards the goal of creating a committed partnership
between customers and suppliers.

A process for collecting and organizing customer

requirements is discussed later in this paper.
These requirements must, however, be legitimate. That is, a requirement must be
feasible to accomplish and it must be valued by clients at a profitable price for the
supplier. Both customer and supplier must achieve an attractive Return on Investment.
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As pointed out earlier the Hierarchy of Needs model is based on a series of
comprehensive empirical studies [1, 2, 4], which led to a taxonomy with four information
quality (IQ) categories (Table 1). Intrinsic IQ denotes that information has quality in its
own right. Accuracy is merely one of the four dimensions underlying this category.
Contextual IQ highlights the requirement that information quality must be considered
within the context of the task at hand; i.e., information must be relevant, timely,
complete, and appropriate in terms of amount so as to add value. Representational IQ and
accessibility IQ emphasize the importance of the role of systems; i.e., the system must be
accessible but secure, and the system must present information in such a way that it is
interpretable, easy to understand, and represented concisely and consistently.
Table 1: IQ Categories and Dimensions
IQ Category
Intrinsic IQ
Contextual IQ
Representational IQ
Accessibility IQ

IQ Dimensions
Accuracy, Objectivity, Believability, Reputation
Relevancy, Value-Added, Timeliness, Completeness,
Amount of information
Interpretability, Ease of understanding, Concise
representation, Consistent representation
Access, Security

IRI has made effective use of this framework. In conjunction with understanding
customer requirements, IRI implemented a formal Work Process Change process to
improve the current process and organization and to develop metrics to evaluate the
process from the customer's perspective.
The first step was to build a team of functional experts. First, functional experts
were identified and commitments of time and effort were agreed to. Next, a formal
charter document for this expert team was written and agreed to by all team members.
This document clearly specified the current state, the desired end state, the benefits, the
project scope of what is and is not included, project output and a timetable of effort
required.
The second critical step in this integrated process was to understand the customer
requirements. Previous work was done on external customer requirements, using the
structured methodology described earlier.
customer/supplier relationships.
identified.

The focus at this stage was on internal

Internal customer/supplier relationships were first

Then, each customer/supplier team had to agree to legitimate customer
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requirements and to develop objective measurements of customer requirements. Linking
back to the corporate vision statement and to external customer needs, these
measurements were focused on database accuracy and delivery timeliness.
4. Development of Metrics
The two fundamental variables or data quality dimensions to be measured were
database accuracy and delivery timeliness. A multiple set of metrics were developed to
assess these dimensions. The metrics linked to the corporate vision statement and to the
external customer needs. To identify the customer/supplier relationships and to define
metrics, an iterative process named RUMBA was developed. The process was based on
five criteria: is the metric Reasonable, Understandable, Measurable, Believable,
Achievable (Table 2).
Table 2: Criteria for Metric Assessment - Rumba
R
U
M
B
A

Reasonable
Understandable
Measurable
Believable
Achievable

Functional experts first used RUMBA to identify customer and supplier
relationships within the internal delivery chain (Table 3).
Table 3: Customer and Supplier Relationships
Supplier
Retail Data
Acquisition
Field Data
Collection
Sampling &
Projection

Customer 1
Field Data
Collection
Retail Data
Acquisition
Data Loading

Customer 2
Sampling &
Projection
Sampling &
Projection
CDS

Customer 3
Data Loading

Customer 4

Data Loading

Item
Identification

For each of the customer/supplier relationships defined, metrics were identified.
Consistent with the corporate vision and the external client requirements, these metrics
were developed to address timeliness of delivery and accuracy of delivery. Table 4
illustrates the metrics developed and agreed to by some of the customer/supplier teams
within the delivery process.
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Table 4: Metrics for Data Quality Dimensions
Supplier
Customer 1
Customer 2
Customer 3
Retail Data
Acquisition

Field
Accuracy:
number of store
authorization letters
outside of schedule
Timeliness:
no separate measures

Sampling & Projection
Accuracy:
number of stores signed
up relative to number
authorized to request
Timeliness
1) Number of stores add
to sample vs. goal.
2) Required support
information received to
on agreed to schedule

Data Loading
Accuracy
% of stores with data
problems
Timeliness
% of stores received
on agreed to schedule

Once these customer and supplier relationships were identified, a high level, total
process map was developed (Figure 6). The process ranges from receipt of raw material
(retailer store movement data) to delivery to client. Groups responsible for each step of
the process were identified. Particular focus was placed on hand-offs or transitions
across functional groups. These represented the internal customer supplier relationships.
It is critical that specific metrics be developed to measure the hand-off from one group to
the next in the internal delivery chain.
This simple process map has had several concrete benefits. First, it has been used
successfully with external clients to demonstrate the complexity of client deliverables.
Second, this process map has been used internally to educate all members of the delivery
chain on the process required to deliver quality databases to external clients.
5. Collection and Reporting of Data Quality Metrics
Three levels of metrics were used: (1) process indicators, (2) quality indicators,
and (3) total system measures. These are shown in Table 5. Based on the RUMBA
process, each customer/supplier team within the delivery process defined and then
collected and reported objective metrics on performance relative to timeliness of delivery
and accuracy of delivery. A sample of results is shown in Table 6.
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NO
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April 29, 1996

Raw
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Classification
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UPC
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Valid Deliverable
Changes
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Analysis

DBA
Customizations
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Provide New
Description
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Monthly Deliverable

Figure 6: Data Delivery Process Map

Table 5: Data Quality Metrics
Type of Metric
Process Indicators

Quality Indicators

Total System
Measures

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Description
Used within department or process step
Diagnostic or early warning system; time available
for corrective action
Department or process step end product
Focus on hand-off of supplier to customer
Primarily report card for process
Some measures weekly, reported by period
Client perspective
Total delivery chain
IRI report card & diagnostic
Reported by IRI period
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Update
Database

Receive
Accurate
Actionable
Information

Table 6: Example Results
1996 RUMBA Results for Sampling & Projection
SERVI CE

Qt r . 1
1996

TOTAL SCORE
- I nput s Ti mel i ness
- I nput s Accur acy
- Key Acct Avai l abi l i t y
RUMBA RESULTS
- Avg Timely/Accurate

Qt r . 2
1996

Qt r . 3
1996

Qt r . 4
1996

99
85
100

97
96
100

99
91
100

99
97
100

92.3

96.3

95.3

98.2

- Q4 Target:

96.1

In addition to this internal measurement system, a total measurement system was
developed to measure performance of the total delivery system from the client's point of
view. This system is fully integrated within the production process and is referred to as
TRAQ: Timeliness + Reliability + Accuracy = Quality
The TRAQ system has two major objectives. First, it must provide objective,
consistent measurement of data quality and delivery reliability. It reflects the total
delivery process and the external client view of delivery performance. This allows
management to evaluate performance for a specific client or group of clients such as sales
region.
The second objective of TRAQ is more important from a total quality
management perspective. This second objective is to provide continuous improvement to
the delivery process. The system is designed to provide continuous improvement to the
delivery process. This requires specification of where the problem occurred and why it
occurred. This information on process failure and root causes allows functional experts
to develop solutions that will prevent future occurrences of this problem.
Some benefits of TRAQ include improving client confidence, prioritization of
resources to the most critical problems, improvement of margins through reduction of rework, increased revenue as basic client hierarchy of needs met, and simplification of job
tasks and responsibilities.
The TRAQ development process was based on Work Process Change techniques.
Six simple phases were completed:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Document delivery process
Track problems
Link problem to process
Identify root cause
Develop and implement solutions
Report performance

To track and identify problems, a custom application was initially built using
Microsoft Access. This application currently uses an ORACLE database with a Visual
Basic front end. A simple, easy to use system of menus and screens has been developed
to log and classify all problems and their associated root causes and solutions. Some
sample screens are shown in Figures 7-8.

Figure 7: TRAQ Menu

Figure 8: TRAQ - Problem Definition
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After each delivery period, each account team updates TRAQ to include
information on the description and causes of any errors and the status of delivery relative
to timeliness. This information is then used in a series of reports described in the next
section.
4. TRAQ Collection and Reporting of Metrics
The overall process for collecting and reporting of TRAQ information is
described in Figure 9.

R e p or t
C ard
M e tr ic s

A ccu racy
S tatu s
TRAQ
D a ta b a se
T im e lin e ss
S ta tu s

P r oc e ss
D ia g n ostic s

C r e a te
S olu tion s

Figure 9: TRAQ Data Collection and Reporting
There are two components to the TRAQ scores reported. First, was the database
delivered on time? If yes, the database score is 100, if not, the score is 0. Second, was
the database accurate and complete? To measure this, an accuracy score based on the
number and severity of each error is considered. The goal is to reflect the external client
view of delivery accuracy. The accuracy score starts at 100 (no errors) and declines
based on the following factors (Figure 10).
100
75
50
25
0
0 errors

1 error

Major errors

2 errors

3 errors

Minor errors

Figure 10: TRAQ Error Scores
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4+

TRAQ scores are routinely used as a report card on basic elements of delivery
performance. This includes review of the number of errors by sales region, by client and
by client deliverable.

Information on the number of errors and the accuracy and

timeliness scores described earlier are provided each month (Tables 7-8).
Table 7: Example of TRAQ scores: Review across time
P eriod
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A ccu ra cy
Score
92

O n -tim e
Score
97

44

81

89

96

22

80

94

96

F ixed

M a jo r

M in or

132

C lien t
V isib le
44

68

36

133

63

62

134

32
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Table 8: Example of TRAQ scores: Review across Regions
81

Accuracy
Score
94

On-time
Score
97

14

48

92

98

17

9

21

93

97

8

18

2

24

99

95

NJS

11

54

16

49

97

93

W est

43

33

39

37

87

94

Region

Client
Visible
34

Fixed

M ajor

M inor

68

21

Cincinnati

13

49

NE

13

NJN

Central

In addition to the report card metrics provided for sales regions, clients and
categories, diagnostic information is also provided. This reporting is designed to address
the second stated objective for the TRAQ system: to provide feedback for continuous
improvement to prevent problems from re-occurring.

This information is reviewed by

senior management as well as functional experts responsible for each step of the delivery
process. A sample graph is shown in Figure 11.

119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137

Base errors

Figure 11: Example of Senior Management Graphs
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Error trend data from TRAQ system is used to report back to clients when, where
and why errors occurred.

This open interaction helps create the foundation for

partnership and alliance described within the Customer Hierarchy of Needs. Figure 12 is
an example of error trend information provided to a client.
TRAQ reports also include information on which process areas are most errorprone.

Functional experts review this information to identify the most error-prone

processes and then to prioritize internal development resources towards solving these
problems.

In the chart shown in Figure 13, it is apparent that six processes are

contributing about 80% of total errors. Based on this information, internal development
resources were focused initially on this six process areas.

10
8
6
4
2
0
125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137
C o m p a re
C lie n t F ile
in fo v ie w S u b m is s io n

In fo v ie w C re a tio n
E le c tro n ic D e liv e ry

Figure 12: Client Error Trend Information
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Cum errors

0
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Audit Data
Special Pack
UNIX
Compare

400

CD-ROm
Field Data
Tapes
InfoView Sub
Electronic Delivery

600
Specs
Retail Data
Dictionary
InfoView Creation

800

1000

Projections
Hard Copy
Deliverable Sub
ViewKeep

1200

Secondary Totals
Data Loading
Client File

Figure 13: Source of Errors
Two types of solution response were made based on this information on the
source and frequency of errors. First, there was a local area, or iterative response to error
elimination. These solutions tended to be smaller in scope, confined within one area, and
shorter term to implement. A trend of error levels within a specific process area shows
the positive impact of this type of iterative response (Figure 14).

D ow nw ard trend in V iew K eep due to changes in process and
addition of D A SD resources (Im PA C T).

50

Im PA C T D A SD

25

K eepC heck changes
0
121 12 2 1 23 124 12 5 1 26 127 128 12 9 1 30 131 13 2 1 33 134 135 13 6 1 37 138 13 9 1 40 141 142 14 3

V iew K eep

Figure 14: Solutions and Error Level
The second type of solution response focuses on systemic or breakthrough
elimination of errors. These solutions tend to be larger scale, cross several organizational
or functional boundaries, and require significant investment of internal and external
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resources.

Project ImPACT efforts would be classified as these longer-term, break

through solutions (Figure 15).

Project ImPACT focus areas based on
TRAQ results
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Actionable
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Figure 15: Project ImPACT Focus Areas

5. Conclusion
Implementation of a Total Data Quality Management program has provided
substantial benefit to IRI. Specific integration of metrics across all levels and processes
within the delivery chain has allowed IRI to: (1) Focus on the customer, (2) Improve
quality through process simplification and standardization, and (3) Justify resource
allocation for re-engineering efforts.
Without metrics, IRI could not have identified problem processes, prioritized
solutions, secured corporate resources of several million dollars for re-engineering
projects, or determined the effectiveness of the Total Quality re-engineering efforts.
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With metrics consistently reported and evaluated throughout the organization, we have
been able to focus on facts, not anecdotes, increase confidence among employees, clients
and senior management, and to quantify improvements implemented.
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